Egypt is one of the most important countries in the Middle East to the Western world in general and to the United States in particular. In two years Egyptians have ousted two strong regimes; the first led by a long term Dictator and the second representing the most powerful and organized Islamic fundamental group in the Middle East.

To learn the Truth Behind the Headlines come and meet our guest speaker from Egypt, Emad Samir, an awarding-winning, professional educator of 20 years, recently named the "The Best Egyptologist in Egypt". Fluent in English, Arabic and Italian, Emad will share his first hand experiences and perspective as a true insider who has witnessed all the current events and the critical sweeping changes that have happened so quickly and continue to play out daily in Egypt.

With his in-depth knowledge of Egypt, Middle Eastern Culture, Politics and society, Emad will help the audience understand why and how these events have transpired and what is the meaning of democracy in the Middle East today. With firsthand acumen, he will explain:

- Why the Muslim brotherhood failed to convince the Egyptians with their ideology
- What is the concept of the military in the Middle East countries
- Was what happened in Egypt a military Coup?
- Where and how Egypt is going now?

Please join us for this fascinating presentation and learn what is really going on in Egypt, as daily events play out on the world stage. Experience this rare opportunity to hear a true insider’s insightful commentary.

About the Speaker: Distinguished Egyptologist and biblical scholar, Emad Samir, has spent his entire professional life conducting academic tours throughout his beloved homeland to hundreds of groups, including European scholarly societies and American churches. He has enjoyed the distinction of being the exclusive guide to Cambridge and Oxford Alumni groups.

Having moved his immediate family to the United States on July 4th to ensure their personal safety, he was recently granted political asylum, due in no small part to his family history as Coptic Christians, a group specifically targeted in the recent troubles.

*For more information contact: Rewa Colette Soltan • 858.457.5759 • rewacolettesoltan@gmail.com